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A B S T R A C T

Hydrocarbon production driven by water flooding is energy-intensive. This paper presents well-placement
and joint well-placement-and-control optimization studies with objective function taking into account CO2
emissions, pursuing more energy-efficient water flooding. To assess the effect of emission cost on the optimal
drainage strategy, multiple optimization problems implementing different CO2 tax levels are solved. The
solutions for higher tax levels usually inject less water and proportionally emit less CO2. The trade-off
between emissions and oil production is non-linear: For lower tax levels, we obtain solutions providing large
emission reductions with limited reductions in production. Increasing the CO2 tax further, any additional
emission reduction leads to a larger reduction in oil production due to reduced opportunities for energy
efficiency. Enforcement of higher tax levels usually produces optimal drainage strategies with higher injection
effectiveness and lower emission intensity. However, some increases in CO2 tax, particularly above the critical
level, have negligible impact on the optimal solution, hence they only affect the profitability negatively without
further reducing emissions or improving emission intensity. Compared to the well-placement solutions, the
solutions for our joint optimization emit less CO2 and provide higher profit. They also have lower emission
intensity due to lower injection pressure. The adjustable well-control enables our joint optimization to stop
field production after some years which could be more profitable than continuing the production at high
CO2 tax. These clearly demonstrate the advantages of incorporating the well-control variables, giving more
freedom to our joint optimization. In well-placement optimization, reductions in water injection and emissions
are obtained by decreasing well productivity and injectivity and by increasing inter-well distance. In joint
optimization, water injection can also be reduced by adjusting the well-control, hence there is no clear trend
in well productivity and inter-well distance with changes in injection volume. The trends in well characteristics
concluded from the well-placement solutions could mislead the search for more energy-efficient drainage as
they are different from the trends observed in the joint optimization solutions, indicating the importance of
joint optimization in this study.
1. Introduction

Production of oil and gas is energy-intensive, and thus the produc-
tion leads to large emissions. According to Rystad Energy in 2019,
the upstream oil and gas activities accounted for ∼2% of the global
CO2 emissions (Rystad Energy, 2019). They also indicate that, in large
oil-producing countries like Norway, the upstream petroleum sector
even took the largest portion of domestic greenhouse gas emissions,
e.g., ∼28% in 2017 (Rystad Energy, 2019). Around 85% of the CO2
emissions from the Norwegian petroleum sector come from the fuel
combustion in gas turbines that power up both offshore and onshore fa-
cilities (Rystad Energy, 2019). For typical offshore oil fields on the Nor-
wegian Continental Shelf, water injection is the most energy-intensive
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operation where it constitutes around 50% power demand (Svalheim
and King, 2003). A lot of energy is used for lifting water from the
subsurface reservoir to the topside facility, separating and treating the
produced water, as well as re-injecting the water for pressure support.

The world was facing an energy crisis in 2022 and fossil fuels will
still be needed in the upcoming years. On the other hand, the world is
also facing a climate crisis and many have urged for more aggressive
climate change mitigation actions to reduce emissions. To deal with
both crises, there is a need for maintaining the production of oil and gas
to meet the increasing energy demand while at the same time lowering
the CO2 emissions from the production process. One potential solution
for this tough challenge is energy efficiency, particularly in the area of
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water management. Aligning with the recommendations given by the
OG21 (OG21, 2022), improving the efficiency of water management
should be prioritized as it offers a large room for reducing energy use
and thus CO2 emissions. An approach for improving water management
fficiency is by optimizing the reservoir drainage so that it has less
ater injection and production, and hence lower emissions, as these

hree quantities are correlated.
Our earlier study focuses on obtaining energy-efficient drainage

trategies by optimizing the well-control, i.e., well rates or bottom hole
ressures throughout the field production period (Angga et al., 2022b).
e propose a scheme for estimating CO2 emissions of a particular injec-

ion strategy and employ it when defining the optimization objective.
e also investigate how different emission costs affect the optimal

njection strategies and their energy use. Enforcing higher emission
osts on the objective would produce more energy-efficient injection
trategies as indicated by lower injection volume, CO2 emissions, and

emission intensity. Another study of ours is about the optimization of
inflow control valves under different lifting and injection costs (Angga
et al., 2022c). By imposing higher lifting and injection costs on the net
present value calculation (the optimization objective), we would obtain
optimal configurations of the inflow control valves that reduce water
production and injection as well as delay water breakthrough. From
both studies, we notice that the more energy-efficient drainage strate-
gies will have reduced production, but it is relatively small compared to
the reductions in water production and injection, which correlate with
a reduction in CO2 emissions. This work, on the other hand, concen-
rates on optimizing different types of variables that define subsurface
rainage, i.e., the well-placement and joint well-placement-and-control.

Location and trajectory of production and injection wells are critical
ecisions in the development of oil and gas fields because they will
mpact the reservoir drainage and thus the asset profitability. Opti-
ization of well-placement is often deemed as a challenging problem;

t is more challenging than well-control optimization as reservoir het-
rogeneity leads to non-smooth and non-convex objective functions
aving many local optima (see examples of objective function surfaces
n Onwunalu and Durlofsky (2010) and Al Dossary and Nasrabadi
2016)). Well-placement optimization has been studied for years, and
any optimization algorithms have been developed and tested for

olving well-placement optimization problems efficiently. Islam et al.
eview the development of well-placement optimization problems, as
ell as the application of various optimization methods for solving

hem (Islam et al., 2020). In addition to well location, the control sched-
le of production and injection wells throughout the field lifetime is an
qually important decision in field development because it is influenc-
ng the subsurface drainage too, and thus affecting the CO2 emissions

as shown in Angga et al. (2022b). Optimizing well-placement and well-
control individually or sequentially will likely produce sub-optimal
drainage strategies (Bellout et al., 2012; Li and Jafarpour, 2012),
and this has motivated researchers to investigate joint optimization of
well-placement-and-control, herein referred to as ‘‘joint optimization’’.
To date, there are several works that develop and test out different
approaches for solving joint optimization problems, e.g., in Li et al.
(2013), Isebor et al. (2014), Forouzanfar et al. (2016), Lu and Reynolds
(2020), Sayyafzadeh and Alrashdi (2020) and Semnani et al. (2021).
In terms of optimization objectives, most well-placement and joint
optimization studies in the literature are single-objective optimization
problems. There are different kinds of objective functions, for instance,
profit or net present value (NPV) as in Kristoffersen et al. (2022)
and Chen et al. (2022), oil production or recovery factor as in Huta-
haean et al. (2014), productivity index as in Ding (2008), Theil index
as in Chen et al. (2018), and displacement vector parameter as in Chen
et al. (2017). Some of these objectives might be conflicting, which
makes multi-objective optimization an active area of research to iden-
tify trade-offs between different objectives. For example in Rostamian
et al. (2019) and Siddiqui et al. (2015), the authors solve for multi-
2

objective optimization problems considering NPV and recovery factor
as objectives, and then demonstrate the non-dominated solutions, also
called the Pareto set, for both objectives.

To our knowledge, only a few well-placement or joint optimization
studies consider environmental aspects in their optimization objectives.
One of them is the work of Awotunde and Sibaweihi (2014), where the
authors use voidage replacement ratio (VRR), i.e., the ratio of injection
volume to production volume, as an objective beside NPV in a multi-
objective optimization problem. According to the paper, VRR could be
used as an indicator for assessing the environmental impact of field
production, and the ratio is preferably maintained close to unity in
order to prevent environmental problems caused by pressure imbal-
ance. Nevertheless, aiming VRR close to unity is not a proper objective
when searching for energy-efficient subsurface drainage. For example,
when water channeling occurs in a reservoir due to its heterogeneity,
we will likely have VRR ≈ 1, but that circumstance will consume
a lot of energy because a significant amount of water needs to be
lifted to the topside facility and re-injected into the reservoir. Naderi
and Khamehchi perform joint well-placement-and-control optimization
to minimize water production and then determine the sensitivity of
the optimization variables (Naderi and Khamehchi, 2017). They point
out that water production will decrease with increased tubing head
pressure and shortened perforation length. The optimization study is
carried out using water-drive gas reservoirs, meaning that the produc-
tion is supported by natural energy in the reservoirs and the energy
use on the topside facility might be insignificant. In contrast, the work
herein considers oil reservoirs supported with energy-intensive water
injection, as this is an important target for emission reductions. In
our earlier study (Angga et al., 2022d), we examined the effect of
well-placement on the CO2 emissions from water flooding operations,
further we investigated the effect of emission cost on the optimal well-
placement. That study concentrated on the placement of a vertical
injector in 2D reservoir models, while this present study employs a 3D
model and optimizes both producer and injector placement with free-
dom on the well orientation. According to our earlier study, the injector
placement in a more permeable area would result in more energy-
efficient drainage because the injection pressure needed to achieve the
given rate target is lower.

The aforementioned knowledge gap has motivated us to conduct
this study. Contributions of the present study to the existing knowledge
body are summarized as follows:

– We formulate and solve a well-placement optimization problem,
where we optimize the placement of both production and injec-
tion wells in a water flooding operation. Most importantly the
optimization here includes the cost of CO2 emissions as part of
the objective function, allowing us to obtain drainage strategies
with low carbon emissions.

– To assess the effect of emission cost on the optimal well-
placement, we solve multiple optimization problems implement-
ing different CO2 tax levels using the novel collaborative algo-
rithm introduced in Angga et al. (2022a). The trade-offs between
emissions and production or NPV in different optimal solutions
are then studied.

– We investigate the characteristics of the wells that can poten-
tially lower the energy used. The examined characteristics consist
of perforation length, permeability surrounding the wells, well
productivity or injectivity, and inter-well distance.

– The results of the well-placement optimization have encouraged
us to extend this study by also incorporating the well-control
as decision variables, meaning that we also deal with a joint
well-placement-and-control optimization problem.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the method-
ology of the present study; including methods for well construction,
reservoir simulation, CO2 emissions estimation, NPV calculation, and
optimization. Section 3 provides the details of both well-placement and

joint optimization problems to solve, as well as the description of the
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Fig. 1. A flowchart of the optimization loop. The vector 𝑢 is a set of decision variables to evaluate. The vector 𝑣 = 𝑓 (𝑢) is outputs of a model simulation, 𝑓 , with respect to 𝑢.
astly, the variable 𝑤 = 𝑔(𝑣) is a value of objective function, 𝑔, with respect to 𝑣.
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eservoir model employed. Section 4 presents the optimization results
nd discusses them. Lastly, Section 5 gives the concluding remarks of
his study.

. Methodology

A flowchart of the optimization process is depicted in Fig. 1. The
rocess commences with an optimization algorithm deciding a set of
ariable values, 𝑢, to be evaluated. In well-placement optimization, 𝑢
onsists of heel and toe coordinates that define the production and
njection wells, whereas in joint optimization, 𝑢 also contains rate and
ottom hole pressure targets that control the wells. The evaluation of

𝑢 is divided into two parts: First, a model simulation, 𝑓 , with respect
o 𝑢 is carried out. Second, the simulation results, 𝑣 = 𝑓 (𝑢), are
xploited for an objective calculation, 𝑔; giving us an objective value,
= 𝑔(𝑣), which will be fed back to the optimization algorithm and used

or deciding the next test candidate 𝑢. This optimization loop repeats
ntil one stopping criterion is met. As indicated by the red box in
ig. 1, the simulation, 𝑓 , comprises three sub-routines, i.e., coordinate
ransformation, well construction, and reservoir simulation. These sub-
outines will be discussed further in Section 2.1. For the objective
alculation, 𝑔, CO2 emissions that correspond to 𝑣 are first estimated
nd then used for an NPV calculation (see the blue box in Fig. 1). These
wo calculations are described in Section 2.2. The simulation process,
, particularly the reservoir simulation part, is computationally more
emanding than the objective calculation, 𝑔. We therefore employ an
ptimization algorithm that can take advantage of such characteristics.
etails of the optimization algorithm are given in Section 2.3

.1. Simulation

In this work, coordinates of the well heel and toe are expressed
n the natural coordinate system, and we adopt the iso-parametric
apping (Bathe, 1982) for transforming a natural coordinate (𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 )

o a global Cartesian coordinate (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). The iso-parametric mapping,
hich is widely used in finite element analysis, is a one-to-one map-
ing (Murti and Valliappan, 1986). By definition, the variables 𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁
n the natural coordinate system can vary from −1 to 1, and these
ower and upper bounds define our search space in optimization. The
eason for expressing well coordinates in the natural coordinate system
s to facilitate defining a physical search space in the global Cartesian
oordinate system; herein we only need eight nodes for defining a
hysical search space. The formulation of iso-parametric mapping for
n 8-node hexahedral element is available in Yuan et al. (1994), Zhou
3

t al. (2017) and Li et al. (2014). e
The well herein is defined by the global Cartesian coordinates of the
ell heel and toe, and the well path is a straight line stretching from

he well heel to its toe. To our knowledge, the reservoir simulator that
e employed cannot directly use the well path defined in the Cartesian

oordinates for simulation. The simulator requires well completion data
onsisting of (i) the grid blocks that are in connection with the wells
nd their (I, J, K) indexes, (ii) the order of the connections, and (iii)
he transmissibility factor for each connection between the wellbore
nd the reservoir grid block. Actually, the connection factor can be
omputed by the simulator based on the grid block size, permeability,
nd the wellbore radius, however, since the well might penetrate only
fraction of the grid block or might not be situated in the center

f the grid block, the connection factor should be provided in order
o get the right inflow properties. Typically, the well path defined in
he Cartesian coordinates is translated into the well completion data
sing industry-standard reservoir modeling software. Instead of using
ommercial software, we utilize the WellIndexCalculator feature of the
pen-source optimization framework FieldOpt (Petroleum Cybernetics
roup NTNU, 2021) for generating the well completion data from the
artesian coordinates of the well heel and toe. This well construction
ub-routine is repeated for all production and injection wells considered
or optimization. Next, a reservoir simulation is carried out using the
ell completion data that have been generated. For this sub-routine,
e employ the open-source reservoir simulator Flow by OPM (2022a).

.2. Objective calculation

Once the model simulation is complete, the simulation results, 𝑣,
re input for an objective calculation. For that, CO2 emissions of a
rainage strategy under specific well-placement and well-control are
irst estimated using a CO2 emission calculator presented in Angga
t al. (2022b). The emission calculator integrates subsurface reservoir,
urface injection network, and topside facility models. The calculator
tilizes the simulation results, 𝑣, in particular the injector bottom hole
ressure and injection rate profiles, as inputs. These profiles are needed
or estimating the head and flow rate required from the pumping
ystem. The required head and flow rate are then used for determining
he optimal pumping system configuration, including the optimal pump
ate and the optimal number of pumps running in parallel and in series
o that the power consumption of the pumping system is minimized.
he power consumption of the water treatment system is estimated
ased on the injection rate profile as well. Power consumption of
oth pumping and water treatment systems makes up the total power
emand. Note that the energy used for lifting up the produced fluid
rom the subsurface reservoir is not yet taken into account in the
mission calculator. Using the total power demand, the calculator then
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decides the configuration of the power generation system, including the
number of gas turbines needed and their part-load power output and
efficiency. Lastly, the amounts of fuel combusted in the gas turbines
and the CO2 emissions associated with the combustion process are
estimated. Details and assumptions of the CO2 emission calculator are
given in Angga et al. (2022b).

The simulation results, 𝑣, and the estimated fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions are used for evaluating the objective function of our
well-placement and joint optimization problems. Herein the optimiza-
tion problems aim to maximize the net present value (NPV) defined as
follows:

𝑁𝑃𝑉 (𝑣) = −𝐼0(𝑣) +
𝑇
∑

𝑡=1

[

𝐶𝐹𝑡(𝑣)
(1 + 𝑑)𝑡

]

− 𝑉𝑝(𝑣) (1a)

𝐼0(𝑣) = 𝐶𝑑 × 𝐿𝑤(𝑣) (1b)

𝐶𝐹𝑡(𝑣) = 𝑅𝑡(𝑣) − 𝑂𝑡(𝑣) − 𝑇𝑡(𝑣) (1c)

𝑅𝑡(𝑣) = 𝑃𝑜 ×𝑁𝑝,𝑡(𝑣) (1d)

𝑂𝑡(𝑣) = 𝐶𝑤 ×𝑊𝑖,𝑡(𝑣) + 𝐶𝑓 × 𝐺𝑓,𝑡(𝑣) (1e)

𝑇𝑡(𝑣) = 𝑟CO2
× 𝐺CO2 ,𝑡(𝑣) (1f)

here the variable 𝐼0 represents the initial investment for drilling the
ells, and it is a product of the unit drilling cost, 𝐶𝑑 , and the total

ength of all the wells, 𝐿𝑤. The length of a well is approximated by
dding up (i) the Euclidean distance between the well heel and toe
lobal coordinates with (ii) the true vertical depth of the well heel
ocation. The cash flow in year-𝑡, 𝐶𝐹𝑡, is equal to the revenue, 𝑅𝑡,

minus the operating expenses, 𝑂𝑡, and the CO2 tax, 𝑇𝑡. The revenue in
year-𝑡, 𝑅𝑡, is calculated by multiplying the oil price, 𝑃𝑜, with the total
volume of oil produced in year-𝑡, 𝑁𝑝,𝑡. The operating expenses in year-
𝑡, 𝑂𝑡, consist of two components, i.e., the cost of treating the injected
water and the cost of fuel combusted in the gas turbines. The former
component is a product of the unit water treatment cost, 𝐶𝑤, and the
total volume of water injected in year-𝑡, 𝑊𝑖,𝑡. The latter component
is obtained by multiplying the unit cost of fuel, 𝐶𝑓 , with the total
amount of fuel used in year-𝑡, 𝐺𝑓,𝑡. The latter component herein reflects
the cost of the injection itself because the fuel consumption, 𝐺𝑓,𝑡, will
vary depending on the power demand for running the injection pumps
and water treatment systems. In order to replace the volume of oil
produced, the amount of water injected is usually larger than the water
produced, and we therefore assume that all the produced water will
be re-injected. We do not include a term responsible for treating the
produced water in Eq. (1e) because all costs related to water treatment
have already been accounted for in 𝐶𝑤 × 𝑊𝑖,𝑡. The CO2 tax in year-
𝑡, 𝑇𝑡, depends on the CO2 tax level, 𝑟CO2

, and the cumulative CO2
emissions in year-𝑡, 𝐺CO2 ,𝑡. The future cash flows, 𝐶𝐹𝑡, are discounted
to the present time using a discount rate, 𝑑. The discounted cash flows
throughout the field lifetime, 𝑇 , are summed up to form the NPV. The
variable 𝑉𝑝 in Eq. (1a) denotes the penalty value. It is equal to an
arbitrarily large number when the injection strategy is not achievable
by the pumping system, and it is equal to zero otherwise.

2.3. Optimization algorithm

One of the goals of the present study is to evaluate the effect of
emission cost on optimal well-placement. In order to fulfill the goal, we
define and solve multiple optimization problems that embed different
CO2 tax levels, 𝑟CO2

, for the NPV calculation. Since the optimization
problems implement different CO2 tax levels, each optimization prob-
lem, 𝑃𝑖, has a unique objective function, ℎ𝑖. The collection of 𝑁𝑝
different optimization problems forms a so-called multi-task optimiza-
tion (MTO) problem. In the MTO context, an optimization problem, 𝑃𝑖,
is usually referred to as a ‘‘task’’. The purpose of MTO is not to find
the trade-offs among different objectives, ℎ𝑖, but to fully and simultane-
4

ously optimize each task so that the relationship between different tasks
can be exploited for improving the search process of each task (Gupta
et al., 2016). The outcome of an MTO problem is a set of optimal
solutions, {𝑢∗1 , 𝑢

∗
2 ,… , 𝑢∗𝑁𝑝

}, where 𝑢∗𝑖 denotes an optimal solution for
the optimization problem 𝑃𝑖, or it is mathematically expressed as 𝑢∗𝑖 =
argmax𝑢𝑖∈𝛺 ℎ𝑖(𝑢𝑖) for a maximization problem. An overview of MTO
and a list of relevant solvers can be found in Osaba et al. (2022).

In our MTO problems, the evaluation of the objective function,
ℎ𝑖, is carried out in two stages: First, a simulation of the reservoir
model, 𝑓 , with respect to the decision variables 𝑢 is performed. Second,
the simulation outputs, 𝑣 = 𝑓 (𝑢), are exploited for computing the
objective function, 𝑔. In our case, the objective calculation, 𝑔, comprises
estimating the CO2 emissions and then calculating the NPV. Because
each optimization problem, 𝑃𝑖, enforces a specific CO2 tax level, 𝑟CO2 ,𝑖,
the objective calculation, 𝑔𝑖, is therefore unique. The full expression
of the objective evaluation process is given as ℎ𝑖(𝑢) = 𝑔𝑖◦𝑓 (𝑢), where
𝑓 is independent of the tax level 𝑟CO2 ,𝑖. The model simulation, 𝑓 , is a
computationally heavy operation, while the objective calculation, 𝑔𝑖,
has a light computation cost.

Having the 2-stage objective evaluation process with the
heavy/light-function structural characteristic, where only the light
function 𝑔𝑖 is problem specific, we herein employ the collaborative
optimization framework (Angga et al., 2022a). The framework can
take advantage of the objective evaluation process characteristic, and
thus can solve our MTO problems more efficiently. In particular, the
collaborative optimization framework has two distinctive features:
First, the framework solves all optimization problems defined in our
MTO simultaneously. Second, the framework performs a collaborative
operation every single iteration, where in this particular operation the
results of heavy model simulation, 𝑣, are shared among all search
processes, thus enhancing the information available for deciding the
next candidate solutions in any search process. With these distinctive
features, the collaborative optimization framework is likely to converge
faster than traditional search methods, meaning that the collaborative
algorithm needs fewer iterations and thus fewer computationally-heavy
reservoir simulations to find the optimal solutions, {𝑢∗1 , 𝑢

∗
2 ,… , 𝑢∗𝑁𝑝

}. For
this study, we use the collaborative version of the genetic algorithm (C-
GA) with 𝑁𝑝 populations acting in concert; each population is assigned
to tackle one optimization problem in our MTO. The collaborative
operation in the C-GA intends to replace the worst members of a
population with better individuals cloned from other populations so
that the genetic information of the population is getting better. As
demonstrated in Angga et al. (2022a,c), the C-GA often outperforms
the standard non-collaborative genetic algorithm. We refer to the paper
of Angga et al. (2022a) for further description of the collaborative
optimization framework as well as the C-GA.

3. Description of optimization problems

3.1. Reservoir model

Before discussing the details of our well-placement and joint op-
timization problems in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, we will
first describe the ‘‘Egg’’ model we use for this study. The Egg model,
which was developed by Jansen et al. (2014), is a synthetic three-
dimensional reservoir model with a heterogeneous permeability field
representing channelized sand bodies. In Jansen et al. (2014), the Egg
model is presented as an ensemble of 100 reservoir realizations having
different permeability fields. Since this study focuses on working with a
deterministic reservoir model, we employ only one of the realizations,
in particular the first realization where the rock horizontal permeability
varies as in Fig. 2. The Egg model is commonly used to simulate
two-phase oil–water flow with water flooding as the main production
mechanism due to the absence of an aquifer and gas cap. Note that
all production and injection wells defined in the standard Egg model
and their control parameters are excluded from this work. Besides, the

field production period is shortened to six years in order to cut the
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Fig. 2. Top view of the Egg model which has an egg-like shape and high-permeability
channels in a low-permeability background. The grid block color represents the
horizontal permeability (unit: mD). The rectangle outlined in black defines the search
space in our well-placement and joint optimization problems. Visualization of the Egg
model is carried out using the open-source reservoir simulation post-processing software
ResInsight (OPM, 2022b).

simulation run time and reduce the number of well-control variables
in the joint optimization. Other reservoir rock and fluid properties as
well as simulation parameters are left unchanged as per the standard
Egg model given in Jansen et al. (2014).

The horizontal permeability of the employed reservoir realization
ranges from 10 to 10 000 mD, whereas the vertical permeability is
one-tenth of the horizontal permeability. The Egg reservoir model
has homogeneous porosity of 20% and homogeneous initial water
saturation of 10%. The reservoir lies between 4000 and 4028 meter
subsurface with an initial reservoir pressure at the reservoir top of
400 bar. The presence of high-permeability channels in the Egg model
(see Fig. 2) introduces tough challenges for water flooding operation,
like an early water breakthrough. Such a situation could lead to re-
circulation of a significant amount of injected water, thus consuming
much energy and emitting a large amount of CO2 relative to the
amount of produced resources. The placement of both production and
injection wells is therefore a critical decision for the development
of a channelized reservoir like the Egg model, and this becomes the
primary reason for using the Egg model for this study. Besides its
operational challenges, the Egg model is considered a small reservoir
model with 60 × 60 × 7 grid blocks, of which 18 553 grid blocks are
active. The small model size makes the simulation time relatively short,
i.e., on average about 60 s per simulation, and this makes our total
optimization time reasonable. The other reason for using the Egg model
herein is that the model has been widely used as a test case in many
published optimization studies, for example in Arouri et al. (2022),
Chen et al. (2022), Ng and Jahanbani Ghahfarokhi (2022) and Wang
et al. (2022), and it is therefore preferable for comparisons.

3.2. Optimization problem #1: Well-placement optimization

In our well-placement optimization, there are one production well
and one injection well of which their placement will be optimized.
Each well is defined based on its heel and toe coordinates in three-
dimensional space. Therefore, our well-placement optimization in-
volves a total of 12 decision variables, i.e., 2 wells × 2 points for
5

each well (1 heel + 1 toe) × 3 coordinates for each point, which all
compose the vector 𝑢. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the coordinates of
the well heel and toe are expressed in the natural coordinate system,
and thus every variable in 𝑢 is constrained between −1 and 1. The
transformation from the natural coordinate system to the global Carte-
sian coordinate system is completed using the iso-parametric mapping.
The global Cartesian coordinates of the eight nodes needed for the
coordinate transformation are listed in Table A.1. These coordinates
define our physical search space as illustrated in Fig. 2 (the black-
outlined rectangle). Modification of the physical search space can be
achieved by simply adjusting the coordinates of the eight nodes. The
production well is controlled to reach a constant bottom hole pressure
(BHP) target of 300 bar throughout the production period of six years.
In contrast, the injection well is primarily controlled with the rate
mode, targeting a constant water injection rate of 5000 sm3/d. The
injection control will be switched to the BHP mode if the injector BHP
rises and reaches the assumed formation fracture pressure of 420 bar.
Additionally, the radii of both production and injection wells are 0.1 m.

Regarding the estimation of CO2 emissions, we use most parameters
given in the paper of Angga et al. (2022b) for the emission calculator,
except for the pumps and the gas turbines where both are resized to fit
the small reservoir size. The pump performance curves, i.e., the rate-
vs-head and the rate-vs-efficiency curves, as well as the gas turbine
full-load power output, are herein scaled down by a factor of one-tenth.
All parameters needed for the NPV calculation expressed in Eq. (1)
are listed in Table A.2. To investigate the effect of emission cost on
the optimal well-placement, 18 well-placement optimization problems
implementing discrete CO2 tax levels for their NPV calculations are
defined and solved, forming an MTO problem with 𝑁𝑝 = 18. The
variants of CO2 tax level, 𝑟CO2

, ranging from 0 to 1.3125 × 104 USD/ton
are provided in Table A.2. In this study, the upper limit of the CO2 tax
level is set rather high in order to see how dramatic tax levels provoke
clear changes in the optimal well-placement or well-control. Lastly, all
parameters for the collaborative genetic algorithm (C-GA) employed in
this study are found in Table A.3.

3.3. Optimization problem #2: Joint well-placement-and-control optimiza-
tion

According to Farajzadeh et al. (2022, 2019), high water cut fields
tend to have high emission intensity, indicating that they will emit
more CO2 per barrel of oil equivalent produced. The amount of CO2
emissions also grows rapidly as the field water cut increases. So, besides
our joint optimization problems which will be described next, we also
solve well-placement optimization problems like the ones presented in
Section 3.2, but with the implementation of a reactive measure for
controlling the production well during the reservoir simulations. The
reactive well-control measure will shut in the production well, and
eventually the field, if the field water cut exceeds 95%, aiming to lessen
the CO2 emissions by means of limiting the water production and the
need for re-injection. In these optimization problems, the number and
the type of decision variables remain the same as the well-placement
optimization problems described in Section 3.2.

For our joint optimization problems, instead of embedding the
reactive well-control measure, we include the well-control setting as
decision variables in addition to the well-placement variables, and then
let the optimizer find the best configuration of well-placement-and-
control. The well-control setting consists of the BHP targets for the
production well and the rate targets for the water injection well. These
targets can be changed every year over the six-year simulated produc-
tion period, giving us 12 additional decision variables in the vector 𝑢,
i.e., 2 wells × 6 control periods. So, our joint optimization problems
involve 24 decision variables in total, consisting of 12 well-placement
variables and 12 well-control variables. The search for optimal BHP
targets for the production well is confined to a range of 300 to 420 bar,

while the search space for the injector rate targets is defined between
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0 and 5000 sm3/d. The search space for the well-control variables has
lready covered the possibilities for shutting in the production well
when the BHP target is set to the highest possible reservoir pressure
f 420 bar) and for stopping the injection (when the injection rate
arget is set to zero). Therefore, the reactive well-control measure is
heoretically unnecessary for joint optimization problems as the effort
or lowering the field water cut can be made by adjusting the well-
ontrol variables, and it will be done automatically by the optimizer.
ll parameters for the CO2 emissions estimation, the NPV calculation,
nd the optimization algorithm are identical to the parameters used in
ection 3.2.

. Results and discussion

Before discussing the optimal solutions for our optimization prob-
ems and their field production, profitability, and CO2 emissions, we
ill briefly talk about the optimization process. Using the collaborative
ptimization algorithm, the search process is carried out until the
ptimization has reached its termination criteria. In this study, the
ptimization is performed using a single-core standard workstation. It
akes around 8 days for solving the 18 well-placement optimization
roblems with different emission costs, whereas the joint optimization
roblems require about 31 days to solve due to the larger number of
ecision variables, so they need a larger population size and more itera-
ions. Since the collaborative genetic algorithm employed is basically a
tochastic search algorithm that involves randomness during the search
rocess, the optimization is repeated three times with different initial
opulation members. For each optimization problem implementing a
articular CO2 tax level, we pick the best solution obtained from

the three different runs. The optimization produces different optimal
solutions for most optimization problems implementing different CO2
tax levels. It might indicate that the range and the distribution of the tax
levels considered in this study (see Table A.2) are sufficient to diversify
the response surfaces of the optimization problems.

In the collaborative optimization framework, several search pro-
cesses run simultaneously, where one search process is devoted to one
optimization problem in our multi-task optimization. The collaboration
between the search processes is materialized through the sharing of
results of the computationally-heavy reservoir simulations. We observe
that, in the early iterations, a search process collaborates with any
other search processes because the sampling for various problems is
still spread across the search space. Conversely, in the later iterations
where the different search processes start converging towards their
individual optimal solutions, a search process mainly collaborates with
other search processes that tackle optimization problems with similar
CO2 tax levels. These behaviors also appear in Angga et al. (2022a),
and further explanations can be found there.

4.1. Optimization problem #1: Well-placement optimization

In this subsection, the solutions for the well-placement optimization
problems described in Section 3.2 are presented and discussed. The
optimal placements for the production and injection wells under the
various CO2 tax levels are shown in Fig. 3. Looking at the figure, all
the optimal well locations are inside the search space. The optimal
well-placements are apparently close to the boundary of our search
space, and if we look at Fig. 2, they are also close to the reservoir
boundary. The effect of reservoir size on the optimal placement has
also been investigated in this work, i.e., by making the grid block size
ten times larger. We find out that, as long as the production period
is long enough to have a water breakthrough during the simulation,
the different reservoir sizes all have optimal well-placements near the
boundary of the search space. The permeability contrast between the
highly permeable channels and the low permeability background also
seems to have no influence on the optimal well-placement given that a
6

water breakthrough occurs. Besides, we defined and solved five well-
placement optimization scenarios, implementing different shapes of the
search space, but herein we only present the findings from one scenario
(with the search space illustrated in Fig. 2) because the findings from
all scenarios are similar and not dependent on the shape of the search
space.

The variation of the field water injection rate (FWIR) over the
simulated production period is shown in Fig. 4(a). Each line in this
figure corresponds to an optimal well-placement for a particular CO2
tax level that is indicated by the line color. We can see that in most
optimal solutions (except for the lowest CO2 tax level), the injection
well never meets the targeted injection rate of 5000 sm3/d, implying
the injection well has been controlled with the BHP mode throughout
the simulation because the injector BHP always hits its upper limit of
420 bar. The optimal well-placements for higher CO2 tax levels lead
to lower injection rates. This observation suggests the opposite of what
reservoir engineers usually aim for, i.e., operating the injection well at
the maximum allowed injection rate in order to achieve better sweep ef-
ficiency and increase economic gain. The field water cut (FWCT) profile
shown in Fig. 4(b) also indicates that the optimal well-placements for
higher tax levels have later water breakthrough and lower water cut.
Since the injection well is controlled with the constant BHP in most
optimal solutions, the lower injection rates for higher CO2 tax levels
imply that the wells might have lower productivity or injectivity. We
will examine this hypothesis later in this paper.

Fig. 4(c) displays the profile of total power consumption for op-
erating the injection pumps and the water treatment system, 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡,
whereas Fig. 4(d) shows the mass rate variation of the CO2 emissions,
̇ CO2

. According to Angga et al. (2022b), power consumption for water
flooding operations and the associated CO2 emissions are dependent on
the injection rate and pressure. However, since the injection pressure is
almost identical for the different optimal well-placements in this study,
the power consumption and the CO2 emissions are mainly influenced
by the injection rate, and we can see the two plots for both aspects
resemble the injection rate profile. In the solution for the zero CO2
tax regime, 𝑟CO2

= 0 USD/ton, the total power consumption and the
CO2 emissions drop a little near the end of the production period (see
the darkest blue line in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)) due to the decrease in
injection pressure. Also in the solution for the zero CO2 tax regime, the
total power consumption and the CO2 emissions jump at the end of the
first year. This is because the increase in injection rate requires another
injection pump to run in parallel, and this lowers the efficiency of both
pumps. Under the zero CO2 tax level, the optimizer barely considers
the pump performance degradation as it has a minor influence on the
NPV, i.e., it only affects the fuel cost which is small compared to the
production revenue. Different ranges of 𝑦-axis in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)
indicate that the gas turbine runs at lower part-load efficiency when
delivering lower power output. Even though the solutions for higher
CO2 tax levels lead to lower part-load efficiency, they still have lower
CO2 emissions, thanks to the lower power consumption.

Fig. 5(a) illustrates how the total oil production for the entire field
(FOPT) non-linearly correlates with the total water injection for the
field (FWIT). Each point in this figure represents the total oil produced
and water injected of an optimal well-placement for a particular CO2
tax level. Referring to the figure, the optimal well-placements for
higher CO2 tax levels entail less water to be injected and consequently
produce less oil. The total field water production (FWPT) has a linear
relationship with the total water injection. According to Fig. 5(b), the
total field CO2 emissions, 𝐺CO2

, is also a linear function of the total
water injection, FWIT, expressed as follows:

𝐺CO2
= 0.0016 ton

sm3
× FWIT + 13624 ton (2)

The linear correlation between the two quantities is likely due to the
similarity in injection pressure among the different optimal solutions.
Due to the characteristics of the topside equipment efficiency curves,
e.g., the gas turbine part-load efficiency which drops at lower power
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Fig. 3. Optimal placements for the production and injection wells for our well-placement optimization problems (see Section 3.2). The line color indicates the CO2 tax level, 𝑟CO2
,

that an optimal well-placement is associated with. The rectangle with dotted outlines denotes the search space in our optimization problems.
Fig. 4. Profile of field water injection rate, water cut, power consumption, and CO2 emissions throughout the simulated production period with respect to different optimal
solutions for our well-placement optimization problems implementing different CO2 tax levels.
output, an extrapolation of the correlation above for zero injection
volume will give a positive constant. The extrapolation is however not
accurate because the emission model will actually result in zero CO2
emissions when there is no water injection. Combining the relationships
in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), we have the relationship between the total CO2
emissions and the total oil production shown in Fig. 5(c). It is evident
that the two aspects are conflicting, meaning that the effort to reduce
emissions will lessen oil production. The relationship is characterized
by a steep slope on the right side of the plot, and the slope levels
off towards the left side. The steeper slope on the right side implies
7

that, to a certain extent, we can have a large emission reduction with
a small reduction in oil production. The return on energy efficiency
measure diminishes as we move towards the left side of the plot. It
means the same reduction in oil production will now give less reduction
in emissions since the opportunities for energy efficiency become more
limited. The relationship between CO2 emissions and oil production
is similar to what was observed in our previous works (Angga et al.,
2022b,c).

The ratio between the amount of oil produced and the amount of
water injected is referred to as ‘‘injection effectiveness’’. As shown in
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Fig. 5. Relationships between total field oil production, water injection, and CO2 emissions that are constructed based on the optimal solutions for our well-placement optimization
problems. The term ‘‘total’’ means cumulative throughout the simulated production period.
Fig. 6. Injection effectiveness and emission intensity of different optimal solutions for our well-placement optimization problems implementing different CO2 tax levels.
Fig. 6(a), the injection effectiveness of different optimal solutions for
increasing CO2 tax level increases from 0.06 to 0.32. There is thus a
clear trend that the optimal drainage strategies under higher CO2 tax
levels have better injection effectiveness. The amount of CO2 emitted
per unit volume of oil produced is called ‘‘emission intensity’’. Fig. 6(b)
indicates the emission intensity of different optimal well locations.
With increasing CO2 tax level, the emission intensity is reduced from
0.052 to 0.035 ton/sm3, equivalent to 8.3 and 5.5 kg CO2 per barrel,
respectively. The optimal well-placements for higher CO2 tax levels
usually offer lower emission intensity, but, in contrast to the injec-
tion effectiveness, the improvements in emission intensity taper off
dramatically.

Fig. 7(a) is a plot showing the relation between the CO2 emissions
and the net present value (NPV). This plot might be interesting for
government bodies who intend to make policies that can promote a
large emission reduction while at the same time keeping the investment
8

return on hydrocarbon exploitation competitive. For example on the
right part of the plot, an increase of CO2 tax level to 1050 USD/ton,
despite it causing the NPV to drop by ∼19%, will result in an optimal
well-placement with a significant emission reduction (∼25%). Refer-
ring to some flat parts in Fig. 7(a), some increases in CO2 tax level,
e.g., from 4200 to 5250 USD/ton, are not effective because the tax
increases only diminish the NPV without altering the optimal solutions
and reducing the emissions. Lastly, increasing CO2 tax level to 7350
USD/ton and above will turn the NPV negative, effectively stopping
the field development.

Finding different optimal solutions for various emission costs is
also a valuable investigation for operators, who need to plan for an
uncertain CO2 tax. For comparison, we let NPV* be the NPV using the
CO2 tax level implemented in Norway in 2020 of 52.5 USD/ton (Tax
Foundation, 2020). With NPV*, operators can fairly compare differ-
ent optimal well-placements obtained for various CO tax levels. In
2
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Fig. 7. Relationships between total field CO2 emissions, NPV, and NPV* that are con-
structed based on the optimal solutions for our well-placement optimization problems.
For each optimal solution, the NPV in Fig. 7(a) is calculated using the CO2 tax level
associated with the solution. In contrast, the NPV* in Fig. 7(b) is calculated using the
CO2 tax level implemented in Norway in 2020, i.e., 52.5 USD/ton (Tax Foundation,
2020).

Fig. 7(b), we plot the CO2 emissions and the NPV* of different optimal
well locations. The trade-off between emissions and NPV* is similar to
the relationship between emissions and oil production (see Fig. 5(c)).
Operators are interested in solutions that emit significantly less CO2
without affecting the NPV* too much. For example, the solution for
𝑟CO2

= 2625 USD/ton can lower the CO2 emissions by ∼29% while
having a less than 5% drop on the NPV*. The solutions for higher CO2
tax levels might be less attractive to operators because the decreases in
NPV* become larger than the reductions in emissions.

Factors affecting the well productivity or injectivity are among
others the perforation length, 𝐿𝑝, and the average permeability of the
perforated section, �̄�𝑝 (Adesina et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2021). Fig. 8(a)
indicates the relationship between the field water injection and the
well productivity, in particular the product of �̄�𝑝 and 𝐿𝑝. Referring
to the figure, the production well tends to have lower productivity in
the optimal solutions for higher CO2 tax levels. The lower productivity
would decrease the production rate, including the water production
rate. Consequently, the injection volume needed for replacing the
produced water will be smaller, and the CO2 emissions will be less.
Fig. 8(b) indicates how the field water injection correlates with the well
injectivity in different optimal solutions. Similarly, the injection well
tends to have lower injectivity in the optimal solutions for higher CO2
tax levels. As discussed earlier, the injection control is switched to the
9

BHP mode because in any solution the injection pressure mostly rises
up to its upper limit. Under the constant BHP injection mode, the lower
injectivity will reduce the injection rate and hence the CO2 emissions
(see Figs. 4(a) and 4(d)). We also notice that the injectivity of the
injection well is usually lower than the productivity of the production
well.

The relationship between the water injection volume and the short-
est inter-well distance is depicted in Fig. 8(c). The distance between the
production and the injection wells is obtained using the algorithm for
computing the shortest distance between two line segments available
in Sunday (2021). Referring to the figure, the inter-well distance is usu-
ally larger in the optimal solutions for higher CO2 tax levels. Together
with the lower injection and production rates, the increase in inter-well
distance will delay the water breakthrough (see Fig. 4(b)), and this will
contribute to lessening the amount of produced water being re-injected
and thus reducing the CO2 emissions.

4.2. Optimization problem #2: Joint well-placement-and-control optimiza-
tion

Fig. 9 compares the emissions-versus-NPV relationships obtained
from three different kinds of optimization: the well-placement op-
timization, the well-placement optimization with the reactive well-
control measure, and the joint well-placement-and-control optimiza-
tion. Compared to the solutions for the well-placement optimization,
the inclusion of the reactive well-control can promote solutions that
emit less CO2 while having similar NPV, especially the solutions for
lower CO2 tax levels (e.g. 𝑟CO2

≤ 1575 USD/ton) which have large
emission reductions (≥10%). For higher CO2 tax levels, the solutions for
well-placement optimization with and without the reactive well-control
become more similar in terms of the NPV and the CO2 emissions. The
reason is that, for higher CO2 tax levels, the well-placement optimiza-
tion has lowered the well productivity and injectivity (see Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b)) and increased the inter-well distance (see Fig. 8(c)), causing
the production well to have a delayed water breakthrough and lower
water cut (see Fig. 4(b)). In that circumstance, the reactive well-control
measure becomes less effective in limiting water production and thus
provides insignificant reductions in water injection and emissions.

As shown in Fig. 9, the solutions for our joint optimization usually
have lower CO2 emissions than the solutions for our well-placement op-
timization, either with and without the reactive well-control measure.
For higher CO2 tax levels (e.g. 𝑟CO2

≥ 2100 USD/ton), the solutions
not only emit less CO2 but even increase the NPV. This demonstrates
the advantage of incorporating the well-control as decision variables
in our joint optimization, as the solutions could improve the two
conflicting objectives. For lower CO2 tax levels (e.g. 𝑟CO2

≤ 1575
USD/ton), the reactive method is better than the joint optimization
in terms of limiting the CO2 emissions. This is a consequence of the
rather coarse well-control in the joint optimization, i.e., only allowing
for a change in well-control once a year. The reactive method does
not have such a limitation, which makes it more efficient for lower
CO2 tax levels. The following will focus on discussing the solutions for
our joint optimization and comparing them with the solutions for our
well-placement optimization.

The optimal well-placements and well-controls for our joint opti-
mization problems are illustrated in Figs. B.1 and B.2, respectively.
We can see that all the optimal solutions are within the specified
search space. Regarding the optimal well locations, they are all close
to the boundaries of our search space and the reservoir, similar to the
observation in Fig. 3. Additionally, the optimal solutions for 𝑟CO2

≥
2100 USD/ton are almost identical, meaning that further increases in
CO2 tax level above 2100 USD/ton will not improve the drainage
energy efficiency and therefore will not be effective in reducing the
emissions, but they will still decrease the NPV.

Given the optimal well-controls shown in Fig. B.2, the actual varia-
tion of the field water injection rate (FWIR) over the simulated pro-
duction period is depicted in Fig. 10(a). For higher CO tax levels
2
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Fig. 8. Relationships between total field water injection and well characteristics obtained from the optimal solutions for our well-placement optimization problems.
Fig. 9. Relationships between total field CO2 emissions, 𝐺CO2
, and NPV obtained

from three different kinds of optimization problems. The circle markers represent
the solutions for the well-placement optimization problems. The triangle markers
represent the solutions for the well-placement optimization problems with the reactive
well-control measure. The star markers represent the solutions for the joint well-
placement-and-control optimization problems. Each marker indicates the CO2 emissions
and NPV that correspond to one optimal solution for one particular CO2 tax level
indicated by the marker color. As in Fig. 7(a), the NPV is calculated using the tax
level associated with the solution.

(e.g., 𝑟CO2
≥ 2100 USD/ton), the optimal BHP targets for the production

well in year 4–6 are equal to the maximum injection pressure of 420 bar
(see the red line in Fig. B.2(a)), causing the field to be shut during that
period (see the red line in Fig. 10(a)). This implies that shutting down
10
the field after some years of production could be more profitable than
continuing the field production at high CO2 taxes. The adjustable well-
control enables our joint optimization to stop the field production in an
optimal manner. This demonstrates another advantage of incorporating
the well-control variables in our joint optimization, i.e., providing extra
room for energy efficiency and profitability improvement. The mass
rate profile of CO2 emissions, �̇�CO2

, shown in Fig. 10(b) is similar to the
injection rate profile because the injection rate has a larger variation
than the injection pressure, thus it dominantly influences the power
consumption and the CO2 emissions.

In the optimal solutions for our joint optimization problems, the
relationships between field water injection, oil production, and CO2
emissions are similar to the one shown in Fig. 5. As a result of shutting
down the field in year 4–6 (see the red line in Fig. 10(a)), the optimal
drainage strategies for higher CO2 tax levels manage to reduce the emis-
sions by ∼64% with a ∼14% drop in oil production. Since the variation
of injection pressure is insignificant, the CO2 emissions remain almost
linearly dependent on the water injection volume with an approximate
relationship given by:

𝐺CO2
= 0.0028 ton

sm3
× FWIT + 3686 ton (3)

In addition, if we compare Eq. (3) with Eq. (2), the solutions for our
joint optimization often emit less CO2 than the solutions for the well-
placement optimization when injecting the same volume of water, most
likely due to the lower injection pressure.

Fig. 11(a) illustrates the variation of injection effectiveness in differ-
ent optimal solutions. The injection effectiveness of different solutions
for our joint optimization problems varies between 0.06 and 0.21,
where the solutions for higher CO2 tax levels tend to have higher
effectiveness. In stark contrast to the well-placement optimization, the
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Fig. 10. Profile of field water injection rate and CO2 emissions throughout the simulated production period with respect to different optimal solutions for our joint optimization
problems implementing different CO2 tax levels.
Fig. 11. Injection effectiveness and emission intensity of different optimal solutions for different CO2 tax levels. The circle markers represent the solutions for the well-placement
optimization problems. The star markers represent the solutions for the joint well-placement-and-control optimization problems.
solutions for our joint optimization quickly reach a plateau, where
future increases in the CO2 tax level have no influence on the injec-
tion effectiveness. As shown in Fig. 11(b), the solutions for our joint
optimization have emission intensity that ranges from 0.021 to 0.051
ton/sm3, equivalent to 3.3–8 kg CO2 per barrel. The use of higher
CO2 tax levels usually results in optimal solutions with lower emission
intensity, but there are basically no changes in emission intensity for
the CO2 tax levels above 2100 USD/ton. The CO2 tax level of 2100
USD/ton is therefore deemed as the critical tax level for our joint
optimization study as it results in the lowest emission intensity which
cannot be reduced any further. Additionally, for each CO2 tax level,
the solution for our joint optimization has lower emission intensity
than that for the well-placement optimization, as expected from the
increased degree of freedom in our joint optimization.

In the well-placement optimization, the reductions in water injec-
tion and CO2 emissions are obtained by decreasing the well productiv-
ity and injectivity and by increasing the inter-well distance. In the joint
optimization, water injection can also be reduced by adjusting the BHP
and rate targets for the production and injection wells, respectively.
With this additional freedom, it is unnecessary for the joint optimiza-
tion to lower the well productivity and injectivity in order to reduce the
water injection. As shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), the solutions for our
joint optimization usually have better well productivity and injectivity
than those for the well-placement optimization as shown in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b). The higher well productivity and injectivity could lower the
injection pressure. Due to the reduced injection pressure, the solutions
for our joint optimization emit less CO2 than the solutions for the well-
placement optimization when injecting the same volume of water. This
explains why the solutions for our joint optimization have substantially
lower emission intensity despite having similar injection effectiveness
as the solutions for the well-placement optimization (see Fig. 11).

Looking at Fig. 12, the optimal solutions for higher CO2 tax levels
entail less water for injection. However, there is no clear trend in
injection volume with the variation of well productivity and inter-
well distance (see Figs. 12(a) and 12(c)). The change in the inter-well
distance is also minor. The reason is that, in the joint optimization,
the water injection can also be reduced by adjusting the well-control,
thus the injection is no longer solely dependent on the well productivity
and the inter-well distance. Referring to Fig. 12(b), the solutions higher
CO tax levels tend to have higher well injectivity, contradicting the
11
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trend observed in Fig. 8(b). In the well-placement optimization, the
higher well injectivity will increase the injection rate due to the fixed
well-control, and thus result in higher emissions. Contrarily in the joint
optimization, the higher well injectivity will not necessarily increase
the injection rate because the injection rate can be maintained or even
reduced by adjusting the well BHP or rate targets. The higher well
injectivity indeed implies that we need lower injection pressure for
achieving a given rate target, thus resulting in lower emissions. The
trend in Fig. 12(b) indicates that the solutions for higher CO2 tax levels
prefer producing oil that is easier to produce, or in other words, that
requires lower injection pressure. The trend is the same as the one that
appeared in our earlier study (Angga et al., 2022d), i.e., an increase
in CO2 tax level will move the optimal injector placement towards a
more permeable area, resulting in lower injection pressure and hence
lower CO2 emissions. Given that the joint optimization solutions are
more energy-efficient, the trends in well characteristics concluded from
the well-placement solutions (see Fig. 8) could mislead the search
for more energy-efficient reservoir drainage as they are considerably
different from the trends observed in the joint optimization solutions
(see Fig. 12). This indicates the particular importance of our joint
optimization study.

We note that the reductions in water injection, oil production,
NPV, NPV*, and CO2 emissions given in Section 4 are case-dependent,
meaning that they might vary on different optimization setups, e.g., on
different reservoir models. Despite the magnitude of the reductions be-
ing case-dependent, most importantly the trends observed in Section 4
are consistent with the trends observed in our previous studies (Angga
et al., 2022b,d,c). One limitation of the present study is related to
the optimization runtime, which is quite large even for the relatively
small reservoir model employed. Using a single-core standard work-
station, the present study entails ∼8 and ∼31 days for solving the
well-placement and joint optimization problems, respectively, on the
Egg reservoir model with ∼18 000 active cells. To overcome this lim-
itation, industrial applications of the present study (i) could use more
computing resources and run all the reservoir simulations involved in
each iteration in parallel, (ii) could employ computationally less heavy
optimization methods, and (iii) will probably not investigate such a
high number of different CO2 tax levels but restrict themselves to values
around the current and probable future tax levels. Another option to
deal with the limitation is through the application of proxy models for
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Fig. 12. Relationships between total field water injection and well characteristics obtained from the optimal solutions for our joint optimization problems.
reservoir simulation as demonstrated in Krogstad and Nilsen (2022)
and Ng et al. (2021, 2022). These measures could reduce the com-
putational cost drastically and therefore could make the present study
robust and feasible for industrial applications. The other limitation is
associated with the assumptions made for the CO2 emission calculator
discussed in Angga et al. (2022b).

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a study on well-placement and joint well-
placement-and-control optimization that is performed on the Egg reser-
voir model produced with water flooding. The optimization objective
takes into account the cost of CO2 emissions during the water flooding
operation. By employing the collaborative algorithm, multiple opti-
mization problems embedding different CO2 tax levels are solved,
aiming to assess the effect of changes in CO2 tax on the optimal
solution. The relationships between water injection, oil production,
NPV, and CO2 emissions are investigated. Well characteristics that
contribute to lowering the CO2 emissions are examined.

The solutions for well-placement and joint optimization share some
commonalities as follows: The solutions for higher CO2 tax levels
usually require less water for injection and therefore emit less CO2. The
emissions and water injection have a linear relationship due to the lim-
ited variation in injection pressure. In contrast, the trade-off between
emissions and oil production is non-linear where, to a certain extent, we
can obtain a solution providing a large emission reduction (e.g., ∼29%)
with a minimal reduction in oil production (e.g., ∼5%). Beyond that,
the return on energy efficiency measure diminishes, meaning the same
reduction in oil production will give less reduction in emissions due
to the reduced opportunities for energy efficiency. The use of higher
CO2 tax levels usually leads to optimal drainage strategies with higher
injection effectiveness and lower emission intensity. However, some
12
increases in CO2 tax level, particularly above the critical level, have
a negligible impact on the optimal solution, hence they will only have
a negative effect on the profitability without further reducing the CO2
emissions or the emission intensity.

Compared to the solutions for our well-placement optimization, the
solutions for our joint optimization emit less CO2 and improve the NPV.
The adjustable well-control enables our joint optimization to shut down
the field after some years of production which could be more profitable
than continuing the field production at high CO2 taxes. Despite having
similar injection effectiveness as the solutions for the well-placement
optimization, the solutions for our joint optimization have substantially
lower emission intensity due to the lower injection pressure. These
three clearly demonstrate the advantages of incorporating the well-
control as decision variables, which gives a higher degree of freedom
to our joint optimization. In the well-placement optimization with the
fixed well-control, the reductions in water injection and CO2 emissions
are only gained by decreasing the well productivity and injectivity
and by increasing the inter-well distance. In the joint optimization,
the water injection can also be reduced by adjusting the well-control,
thus the injection does not solely depend on the well productivity
or injectivity and the inter-well distance. This explains why there is
no clear trend in well productivity and inter-well distance with the
variation of injection volume. Since the well-control is modifiable in the
joint optimization, the more energy-efficient solutions conversely tend
to have higher well injectivity, aiming to lower the injection pressure
and thereby reduce the energy needed for injection. The trends in
well characteristics concluded from the well-placement solutions could
mislead the search for more energy-efficient drainage as they are con-
siderably different from the trends observed in the joint optimization
solutions. This indicates the particular importance of joint optimization
in this study.

One limitation of the present study is the lengthy optimization
runtime. To reduce the computational cost and make the present study
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robust and feasible for industrial applications, one could utilize more
computing resources, employ less heavy optimization methods, inves-
tigate fewer CO2 tax levels, and exploit reservoir proxy models.
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Appendix A. Optimization parameters

The coordinates of the eight nodes that define the physical search
space in our optimization problems are listed in Table A.1. All parame-
ters for the net present value (NPV) calculation are listed in Table A.2.
All parameters for the collaborative genetic algorithm (C-GA) are listed
in Table A.3.

Table A.1
Coordinates of the eight nodes (in the global Cartesian coordinate system) that define
the physical search space in our optimization problems.

Node-𝑖 Global Cartesian coordinate of node-𝑖

𝑥𝑖 [m] 𝑦𝑖 [m] 𝑧𝑖 [m]

1 93 54 −4028
2 300 54 −4028
3 300 363 −4028
4 93 363 −4028
5 93 54 −4000
6 300 54 −4000
7 300 363 −4000
8 93 363 −4000
Fig. B.1. Optimal placements for the production and injection wells for our joint optimization problems (see Section 3.3). The line color indicates the CO2 tax level, 𝑟CO2
, that an

optimal placement is associated with. The rectangle with dotted outlines denotes the search space in our optimization problems.
Fig. B.2. Optimal controls for the production and injection wells for our joint optimization problems (see Section 3.3).
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Table A.2
Parameters for the net present value (NPV) calculation.

Parameter Value Description

𝐶𝑑 5 × 103 USD/m The unit cost of drilling.
𝑃𝑜 3.1445 × 102 USD/sm3 The oil price. It is equivalent to 50 USD/bbl.
𝐶𝑤 5.0312 × 10−1 USD/sm3 The unit cost of treating the injected water. It is equivalent to 0.08 USD/bbl.
𝐶𝑓 1.1613 × 102 USD/ton The unit cost of fuel. It is equivalent to the gas price of 2.21 USD/MMBTU given the

gas specific energy content of 15.4 MWh/ton (for methane gas).
𝑟CO2

0 − 1.3125 × 104 USD/ton The CO2 tax level. The 18 different CO2 tax levels involved in this study are 0,
5.25 × 101, 5.25 × 102, 1.05 × 103, 1.575 × 103, 2.1 × 103, 2.625 × 103, 3.15 × 103,
3.675 × 103, 4.2 × 103, 4.725 × 103, 5.25 × 103, 6.3 × 103, 7.35 × 103, 8.4 × 103, 9.45 × 103,
1.05 × 104, 1.3125 × 104 USD/ton.

𝑑 8% The discount rate.
𝑇 6 years The field production period.
Table A.3
Parameters for the collaborative genetic algorithm (C-GA).

Parameter Value Description

𝑁𝑡 25 or 50 The number of iterations. It varies depending on the optimization problems. For the
well-placement optimization problems described in Section 3.2, 𝑁𝑡 = 25. For the joint
well-placement-and-control optimization problems described in Section 3.3, 𝑁𝑡 = 50.

𝑁𝑝 18 The number of optimization problems to be solved in our MTO. It also indicates the
number of populations involved, where one population is devoted to one
optimization problem.

𝑁𝑚 2 ×𝑁𝑑 The size of each population. The parameter 𝑁𝑑 denotes the number of decision
variables that compose the vector 𝑢.

𝑝 1
𝑁𝑚

The proportional parameter needed for the selection operation (see Chuang et al.
(2015) for further details).

𝜆 0.1 The probability threshold for conducting the crossover operation (see Chuang et al.
(2015) for further details).

𝜙0 0.25 The bound for random perturbations during the mutation operation (see Chuang
et al. (2015) for further details).

𝑏 4 The parameter that controls the mutation step size (see Chuang et al. (2015) for
further details).

𝑁𝑐 1 The number of promising individuals in other populations to be cloned to a
population in each iteration.
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Appendix B. Solutions for the joint optimization

The optimal well-placements and well-controls for our joint opti-
mization problems are illustrated in Figs. B.1 and B.2, respectively.
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